
WELCOME TO

“Step Right UP.....experience the strange, the unexplainable, the UNSPEAKABLE underworld of our 

AMAZING ARTHROPODS!
All Real, All Alive.....OR ARE THEY?!

YOU BE THE JUDGE!
Let Dr. Entomo be your guide as you explore the wonderful world of bugs in all their strange splendor. From glow-in-the-dark scorpions to 

the world’s biggest birdeating tarantula, Dr. Entomo’s living examples will fascinate visitors of all ages!



Reminiscent of a traditional circus sideshow, this exhibit features more 
than two dozen bugs that showcae their unique diversity and life habits 
under the guise of unusual monikers, such as the Two Headed Devil, Glowing 
Terror and Sumo Bugs to name only a few.

Suitable for all ages, this exhibit is family-friendly in its design and content.

To capture the essence of the traveling circus, large, colorful hand-panted banners introduce the visitor to the inhabitants they 
are about to meet. They also give the first impression of the topic about to be explored, and delineate each section of the exhibit. 
The exhibit is divided into the following sections:

Each section presents a new concept based on the natural history of the animal(s) on display. In some instances, the visitor is 
challenged to question their own beliefs about the true value of bugs, and presents many oopportunities for independent learning.

DESIGN ELEMENTS AND STORYLINE

*Introduction/Entrance
*Glowing Terror
*Living Mummies
*Mama Nature’s Chemical Factory
*The Devil with Two Heads
*Theatre of the Macabre
*Dr. E’s Kitchen Cabinet of Curiosities
*The Gaff

EXHIBIT 
OVERVIEW



-

In this first section of the exhibit, the visitor is introduced to 
Dr. Entomo himself. Is he a man? A bug? A little of each? The 
first of many mysteries to unravel in this fascinating exhibit.

INTRODUCTION



GLOWING TERROR

Animal(s) on Display:
 Emperor Scorpions

Interactive: 
Push Button-Activated Black Light

This section of the exhibit explores one of the great mysteries 
of the bug world - scorpions give off an eery green glow when 
placed under a blacklight.



LIVING MUMMIES
This section of the exhibit explores the unusual life cycles of insects, 
using the Darkling Beetle in every life stage as the living examples. The 
pupae of this beetle is suggestive of a mummified corpse, tighthly 
wrapped while awaiting rebirth. 

Animal(s) on Display: Giant Mealworms, Mealworm 
Pupae, Adult Beetles



MAMA NATURES' CHEMICAL FACTORY
Some bugs use bad-tasting or even poisonous chemical secretions 
to ward off would-be predators. This unusual defense mechanism 
is discussed in this section of the exhibit.

Animal(s) on Display: Giant Millipedes, Giant Vinegaroons

Interactive: Vinegar Extractor and Vaporizer



THE DEVIL WITH TWO HEADS
Centipedes are a unique living example of the double-headed 
defense mechanism - they appear to have a head at each end of 
their body! 

This "devilish" bug is showcased in a recreated Hell on Earth, 
complete with a red lighting in a cave-like habitat.

Animal(s) On Display: Giant Vitenamese Centipede



ROGUE’S GALLERY OF CRIMINALS

Feast your eyes on some of the most notorious and 
dangerous bug criminals in our time - OR ARE THEY? 

The Rogues Gallery explores common myths and 
misconceptions in a fun and engaging way. By presenting 
bug "criminals behind bars", the visitor is asked to decide 
the guilt or innocence of each individual, based on their 
supposed crime.

Animal(s) On Display:  Rosehair Tarantula, Brazilian Black 
and White Tarantula, Black Widow Spider, Wolf Spider, 
American Cockroaches, Desert Hairy Scorpion, House 
Crickets, Praying Mantis, Goliath Bird Eating Tarantula.



THEATRE OF THE MACABRE

Bugs not only look creepy, but some of the things that they 
do are downright disturbing!  From using balls of dung and 
even living spiders for nurseries to sumo-wrestling beetles, 
this section highlights some weird and whacky bug 
behaviors!
Mounted Specimens On Display:
 
Dung Beetles, Tropical Butterflies, Stag Beetles.
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THE GAFF

“BEHOLD THE TER-ANT-ULA: PART TERMITE, PART ANT, 
PART TARANTULA, ALL TERROR!!”

What sideshow would be complete without the inclusion of a 
fantasy creature that challenges you to decide: Is It Real? 
Or Is It a Fake?

Mounted Specimen On Display: Ter-Ant-Ula



Bugs...as FOOD?? With even the World Food Organization 
promoting bugs as a good source of protein, Entomophagy 
has become a hot topic. A visit to Dr. Entomo's Kitchen 
Cabinet reveals a "taste" of some buggy delights.

A trip around to the other side of this component 
reveals a "Seek and Find" mural showcasing the 
amazing "invisible" stick insects - now you them, now 
you don't! 

Mounted Specimens On Display: Asian Stick Insects, 
preserved water bugs, scorpions, and other edible bugs.

Animal(s) on Display: Madagascan Hissing Cockroaches

DR. E’S KITCHEN CABINET OF CURIOSITIES



SPECIFICATIONS

EXHIBIT SIZE: 2,500 - 3,000 Square Feet

Please CONTACT US for RENTAL FEES and AVAILABILITY

RENTAL FEE INCLUDES:

* On Site Installation by Outhouse Staff
* All Arthropod livestock throughout the run of the exhibit
* Staff training and support throughout the run of the exhibit
* Tear Down and packing of exhibit by Outhouse staff at venue's end

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

Mia Schillace Nelson
Outhouse Exhibit Services

PO Box 18736
Minneapolis, MN  55413

612/961-0782
mia@outhouseonline.com






